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My paper takes it for background the historical events in Malaysia and changing 
International situation around the world, takes it for clue the previous elections in 
Malaysia, combined with the historical events of development of PAS. Detail on the 
establishment of PAS and its political views、developing process and influence on 
Malaysia politics. Analyze main factors about development of PAS. Also makes a 
future perspective on its developing trend. 
Malaysia is a newly industrialized country, also is an islamic country transfering 
into modernization successfully. In recently years, Malaysia politics is increasingly 
inclined to be Islamized which absorbs more and more attention. Base on the 
researching and analyzing, we can find it out the developing trend and prospect of 
PAS which plays an important role in Islamization. 
Since the establishment of PAS, its political views have kept changing. Its 
establishment and development have huge influence on internal and foreign affairs. 
We can imagine that in the future PAS will insist parliament struggle, adjust political 
strategy and is to be achieving more developments. 
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